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 Always consult with your own legal counsel  

to ensure you are following not only federal, but also state and local laws. 
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ASK YOUR LEGAL COUNSEL 

Legal Advise is tailored to the specific 
circumstances of each case.  

 



 
• Disputes and Validation: Applicable law (FDCPA & FCRA) 
 
• Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) 

 
• Settlements 

 
• Credit Bureau Reporting-New Requirements (FCRA) 
 
• Time Barred Debt 

 
• Collection Fees  

 
• Choice of Law/Venue Selection 
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CRITITCAL TOPICS 



 
• ECOA (Equal Credit Opportunity Act) 
 
• FDCPA (Fair Debt Collection Practices Act) 
 
• FCRA (Fair Credit Reporting Act) 

 
• TCPA (Telephone Consumer Protection Act) 
 
• UDAAP (Unfair, Deceptive, Abusive Act or Practices) 
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LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
TO CONSIDER 



AGENDA 
•Partnerships 

•Statute of Limitations 

•Collection Fees 

•Credit Bureau Reporting 

•Disputes 

•Settlements 

•Financial Responsibility Statements 5 



PARTNERSHIP 

• If you have information about a student which will be helpful to an agency, 
please identify the information at placement (i.e. bankruptcy, issues with prior 
agency and/or issues with the school); 

• Make sure your records support the amount you place for collection; 

• Ask questions of your vendor partners and seek to find out the best most 
compliant policy for the school.  

• If your financial services department is not evolving, you should be asking more 
questions and difficult questions addressing why you’re not evolving. 
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THE STUDENT LOAN LAWYER 

http://thestudentloanlawyer.com/ 
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http://thestudentloanlawyer.com/


CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIPS 

• Schools have contractual relationships with students whereby the institution 
agrees to provide services and the student agrees to pay for those services.  The 
open question is what are the terms of that contractual relationship?   
 

• Agencies have contractual relationships with colleges and universities to collect 
outstanding receivables and student loans for a fee. 
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• Any amount the student owes the college or university is wholly determined 
by state and federal law OR the contract terms between the student and the 
school.   
 

• The principal, interest, late fees, and/or collection fees are determined and 
assessed by the school.  The consumer does not owe money to a collection 
agency.  The consumer owes money to a creditor and the creditor then owes 
a fee to the agency for the collection of any or all of the debt. 
 

CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIPS 
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IMPLEMENT FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
STATEMENTS WITH KEY ELEMENTS 

•Collection Fees 
•Credit Bureau Reporting 
•TCPA 
•Bankruptcy 
•Communications 
•Choice of Law 
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CREDIT BUREAU REPORTING

As further part of this agreement, I understand that my delinquent 
account  including but not limited to tuition, fees, books, fines, room, and 
meals may be reported to one or more of the national credit bureaus.  I 
agree and authorize {Institution Name}to use my social security number 
for internal and external credit reporting and collection purposes for all 
charges incurred against this account for the duration of my enrollment at 
{Institution Name}. 
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BANKRUPTCY

I understand that when I register for any class at {Institution Name} or 
receive any service from {Institution Name} I accept full responsibility 
to pay all tuition, fees and other associated costs assessed as a result 
of my registration and/or receipt of services. I further understand and 
agree that my registration and acceptance of these terms constitutes a 
promissory note agreement (i.e., a financial obligation in the form of 
an educational loan as defined by the U.S. Bankruptcy Code at 11 
U.S.C. §523(a)(8)) in which {Institution Name} is providing me 
educational services, deferring some or all of my payment obligation 
for those services, and I promise to pay for all assessed tuition, fees 
and other associated costs by the published or assigned due date. 
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TCPA
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I authorize {Institution Name} and its agents and contractors to 
contact me at my current and any future cellular phone number(s), 
email address(es) or wireless device(s) regarding my delinquent 
student account(s)/loan(s), any other debt I owe to {Institution Name}, 
or to receive general information from {Institution Name}. I authorize 
{Institution Name} and its agents and contractors to use automated 
telephone dialing equipment, artificial or pre-recorded voice or text 
messages, and personal calls and emails, in their efforts to contact me. 
Furthermore, I understand that I may withdraw my consent to call my 
cellular phone by submitting my request in writing to{Institutional 
office or position} or in writing to the applicable contractor or agent 
contacting meon behalf of {Institution Name}. 
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METHODS OF COMMUNICATION 
& UPDATING INFORMATION 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Method of Communication: I understand and agree that {Institution Name} uses 
e-mail as an official method of communication with me, and that therefore I am 
responsible for reading the e-mails I receive from {Institution Name} on a timely 
basis. 
 
Updating Contact Information: I understand and agree that I am responsible for 
keeping {Institution Name} records up to date with my current physical 
addresses, email addresses, and phone numbers by following the procedure at 
{Institution website for updating student address/email/address/phone number}. 
The linked procedure is incorporated herein by reference. Upon leaving 
{Institution Name} for any reason, it is my responsibility to provide {Institution 
Name} with updated contact information for purposes of continued 
communication regarding any amounts that remain due and owing to {Institution 
Name}. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CARY
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CHOICE OF LAW

• If there is a dispute or problem with this agreement then the University 
will follow the law of the state of (Name of State)* 

 
 

*This is irrelevant depending on if the state is Substantive or Procedural-
will always honor the shortage one. 

 
Pennsylvania is procedural.  So if you have a contract in KY and SOL is 
15 years.  Debt incurred in KY but Student moves to PA  where the SOL 
is 4 year and there is choice of law provision.  The courts would follow 
the state of PA and SOL would be 4 years. 

 
 



• What is it? 
• Are debt collectors bound by the statute of limitations when requesting 

payment on an outstanding debt? 
• Is the debt more or less recoverable once the SOL runs? 
• How can the creditor assist with the collection of moderate and older 

debts? 
• Default Dates 

• SOL and Credit bureau reporting 
• When does SOL calculation begin 

• Date of last payment 
• Date of default 
• Date payment became due 
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS (SOL) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the legally prescribed time limit in which a lawsuit must be filed. **
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• States and federal regulators are now using the statute of limitations to make it 
increasingly difficult to collect older debt obligations.  

• This trend is, in my opinion, being driven by the purchase and collection of older debt 
that is completely unrelated to higher education.  Nevertheless, this niche’ of the 
collection industry will be directly impacted.   

• These statutes vary from state to state, and different obligations may fall under different 
time frames depending on whether the debt is based on an oral or written agreement, or 
whether the debt has been reduced to a judgment.  

• These changes will require specific action to prevent a great deal of debt from becoming 
virtually uncollectable. Specifically in the following states: 

• California   • Connecticut   • Massachusetts    • Mississippi 

• New Mexico  • North Carolina   • New York  State   • West Virginia 

• Wisconsin (Department of Revenue debt is excluded) 
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THE NEW VIEW OF SOL 



• Contracts  

• Except where the Uniform Commercial Code otherwise prescribes, the 
following actions shall be commenced within six (6) years:  

•(1) Upon contract or other obligation, express or implied, as to 
which no other limitation is expressly prescribed 
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MINNESOTA STATUTE 
OF LIMITATIONS 
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• The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act states that it is a violation to collect 
any amount that is not “expressly authorized by the agreement creating 
the debt or permitted by law.”  See 15 U.S.C. 1692f. 

 

• State consumer protection statutes and unfair trade practices statutes 
may implicate creditors (institutions) that are not compliant with state 
requirements regarding the addition of student paid fees. 

 

• Collection agencies and institutions demand compliance in the contracts 
that govern the relationship. 
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COLLECTION FEES 



FEES vs. COSTS 

• The common use of the term 
“collection costs” along with the 
term “attorney’s fees” creates a 
contractual distinction on the face 
of the document. 
 

• If the intent in both circumstances 
is to assess a “fee,” then the term 
should be used in both places. 
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• Bradley v Franklin Collection Service, Inc. (2014) 

• Eleventh Circuit ruling 

• Medical debt where 30% collection cost/fee was added 

• Agreement said “I agree to pay all costs of collection ” 

• Kojetin v CU Recovery, Inc. (2000) – Eighth Circuit ruling 

• Violation of FDCPA to add collection cost based on percentage of the 
principal balance 

• Only entitled to actual cost of collection 

• Seeger v AFNI, Inc. (2008) – Seventh Circuit ruling 

• Percentage based fee can be appropriate if the parties agree to it in the 
contract 
 

 

 

COLLECTION FEES – CASE LAW 
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• Seeger continued 

• Contractual language stated the following 

•“You agree to reimburse us the fees of any collection agency, 
which may be based on a percentage at a maximum of 33% of the 
debt, and all costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ 
fees, we incur in such collection efforts.” 

• Bradley’s contract did not specify the collection agency fee to be 
charged 

• FDCPA violated when added 30% fee 

• Future? 
25 

COLLECTION FEES – CASE LAW 
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I understand that if {Institution Name} refers my student account 
balance to a third party for collection, a collection fee will be  assessed 
and will be due in full at the time of the referral to the third party. The 
collection fee will be calculated at the maximum amount permitted by 
applicable law, but not to exceed {XX percent} of the amount 
outstanding. For purposes of this provision, the third party may be a 
debt collection company or an attorney. If a lawsuit is filed to recover 
an outstanding balance, I shall also be responsible for any costs 
associated with the lawsuit such as court costs or other applicable 
costs. 

COLLECTION FEE LANGUAGE 
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• The Telephone Consumer Protection Act, 47 U.S.C. § 227, et 
seq. 

• Think about cell phones in 1991 

• Significant penalties 

• It is important to understand that the TCPA applies to all entities 
– not just collection agencies. 

• Need Consent (HELP) 

 

 

TCPA 
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• The use of predictive dialers to call cell phones   

• Petition Filed 

•Clarification of the FCC rules, last updated in 2003, with some 
other changes in 2008 based on a court decision, regarding 
the use of auto-dialers to call cell phones  

• The issue is to clarify the FCC rules and guidance on what a 
restricted-use “audio dialer” is and to hopefully convince 
them to distinguish predictive dialers tailored and used just 
for permitted purposes (not telemarketing, e.g.) from auto-
dialers that randomly dial numbers or dial from lists where 
there is no pre-established relationship with the consumer 

 

 TCPA 
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• Automatic Telephone Dialing System- Any dialer that has present or potential 
capacity to store produce and dial random or sequentially generated numbers 

• Actual use of calling equipment not relevant to ATDS determination. Present 
capacity vs. Potential capacity 

• Virtually all modern dialing equipment could meet the FCC’s expansive definition of 
ATDS. Rotary dial phone only example provided by FCC of equipment that would not 
meet the definition of ATDS 

• Manually dialing calls will not shield TCPA liability if the underlying equipment has 
potential capacity to meet statutory elements of ATDS 

• Equipment which can not dial without human intervention will be determined on a 
case by case basis 

TCPA - FCC 2015 
DECLARATORY RULING 
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UPDATES ON TCPA 
• Appeals Court Strikes Down Key Parts of TCPA Rule 
 

• Unanimously set aside parts of the FTC 2015 order interpreting Telephone 
Consumer Protection Act’s prohibition on the use of certain kinds of automated 
dialing equipment to call wireless telephone numbers absent advance consent 
 

• Determining what constitutes an automated telephone dialing system (ATDS), 
particularly on whether a device has the capacity to “store or produce telephone 
numbers to be called, using a random or sequential number generator” and “to dial 
such numbers,” can not be sustained 
 

• Court also vacated the FCC’s approach on calls to reassigned numbers, stating that 
the FCC needed to give some reasoned (and reasonable) explanation of why its 
safe harbor stopped at the seemingly arbitrary point of a single call or message 
 

•  The Court decision does uphold provisions in the 2015 order that permit a called 
party to revoke consent “through any reasonable means,” as well as the scope of 
an exemption for time-sensitive health care calls 

31 
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CREDIT REPORTING 
1968 

Consumer Credit Protection Act 

A United States law Pub.L. 90–321, 82 Stat. 146, enacted May 29, 1968.  
It’s purpose was to safeguard the consumer in connection with the 
utilization of credit by requiring full disclosure of the terms and conditions 
of finance charges in credit transactions or in offers to extend credit; by 
restricting the garnishment of wages; and by creating the National 
Commission on Consumer Finance to study and make recommendations 
on the need for further regulation of the consumer finance industry; and 
for Other purposes. 
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http://legislink.org/us/pl-90-321
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Statutes_at_Large
http://legislink.org/us/stat-82-146


1970  

The Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. 1681 (“FCRA”) 

A U.S. Federal Government legislation enacted to promote the 
accuracy,fairness,and privacy of consumer information contained in the 
files of consumer reporting agencies.  It was intended to protect 
consumers from the willful and/or negligent inclusion of inaccurate 
information in their credit reports.  To that end, the FCRA regulates the 
collection, dissemination, and use of consumer information, including 
consumer credit information.  Together with the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act (“FDCPA”) forms the foundation of consumer rights law in 
United States. Passed in 1970 and is in force by the US Federal Trade 
Commission, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) 
and private litigants.   
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CREDIT REPORTING 



2015 

 A study was released by the Federal Trade Commission found that 23% 
of consumers identified inaccurate information in their credit reports.  
Under the Fair and Accurately reflect Credit Transaction Act (“FACTA, an 
amendment to the FCRA passed in 2003, consumers are able to receive 
a free copy of their consumer report from each credit reporting agency 
once a year.  The free report can be requested through the government-
authorized website: annual creditreport.com  Consumer reports 
obtained through this site make it easy to identify and dispute 
inaccurate information   

* Recent study by Federal Trade Commission now show 98% accuracy 
35 

CREDIT REPORTING 



  

CREDIT REPORTING 
 
 2015 

National Consumer Assistance Plan 

Equifax, Experian and TransUnion announced a National Consumer 
Assistance Plan that will enhance their ability to collect complete and 
accurate consumer information and will provide consumers more 
transparency and a better experience interacting with credit bureaus 
about their credit reports.. 

The National Consumer Assistance Plan focuses on enhancements in 
two primary areas: consumer interaction with national credit reporting 
agencies and data accuracy and quality. 
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http://www.cdiaonline.org/About/content.cfm?ItemNumber=11148
http://www.cdiaonline.org/About/content.cfm?ItemNumber=11148


  

CREDIT REPORTING 
 
 

2016 

National Consumer Assistance Plan 

Data Furnishers will: 

• Report a full Inventory report monthly 

• New information 

• Any changes to current information 

• Any updates 

• Delete requests 

• Monitoring of the Statute of Limitation of seven years 

• Eliminate the reporting of debt that did not arise from a contract or 
agreement to repay, such as tickets or fines.  A separate file needs to be 
submitted and will not be credit reported. 
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CREDIT REPORTING 
 
 

2017 

National Consumer Assistance Plan 

Data Furnishers will: 

• Report using the newly established minimum reporting requirements for 
consumers personally identifiable information 

• Full Name (First, Middle, Last) 

• Last known address 

• Social Security Number if none provided a full date of birth is required 

• Date of Birth 

• Service Date (date debt Incurred) 

• Delinquency Date (Date of Default) 38 



• Types of Disputes  

• Direct and Indirect 

• An INDIRECT DISPUTE is a dispute submitted by the consumer to a CRA  
concerning the accuracy of any information contained in a consumer report 
and pertaining to an account or other relationship that the furnisher has or 
had with the consumer. 

• A DIRECT DISPUTE is a dispute submitted in writing directly to the third-
party collection agency by a consumer concerning the accuracy of any 
information contained in a consumer report and pertaining to an account or 
other relationship that the furnisher has or had with the consumer.  
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CREDIT DISPUTES 
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DIRECT DISPUTE - VERBAL 

• A verbal dispute alone may not trigger a data 
furnisher’s duty to investigate.  If a consumer wishes to 
directly dispute with the furnisher the consumer must 
provide the certain items…   
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• As a furnisher of consumer information to a CRA, the agency is 
required to conduct a reasonable investigation of a direct 
dispute if the consumer submits a proper, written notice of 
dispute and it relates to:  

• The consumer's liability for a credit account;  

• The terms of a credit account;  

• The consumer's performance or conduct related to an 
account; or  

• Any other information related to the consumer's credit 
standing, character, or reputation. 
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DIRECT DISPUTE - WRITTEN 



• Required information in written direct dispute to trigger investigation: 

• Sufficient information to identify the account or other relationship that is in 
dispute, such as an account number and the name, address, and telephone 
number of the consumer, if applicable;  

• Specific information the consumer is disputing and an explanation of the 
basis for the dispute; and  

• All supporting documentation or other information reasonably required by 
the furnisher to substantiate the basis of the dispute. This documentation 
may include, for example a copy of the relevant portion of the consumer 
report that contains the allegedly inaccurate information; a police report; a 
fraud or identity theft affidavit; a court order; or account statements. 
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DIRECT DISPUTE - WRITTEN 



TIME REQUIREMENT 
• FCRA – Fair Credit Reporting Act requires all dispute investigations 

and response to be completed within 30 days of receipt of and 
dispute. 
 

• If information is found to be inaccurate, the data furnisher must 
inform all national CRAs of the results and update. 
 

• If furnisher information cannot be verified, the furnisher must modify, 
delete or permanently block the information from the consumer 
report. 
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FDCPA – DISPUTE OR VERIFICATION 
• Types of Disputes 

• Written or Verbal 

• Under the FDCPA a collector’s obligations may vary depending on with 
the consumer has disputed in writing or verbally. 

• However, If the collector reports the debt to CRA, either type of dispute 
requires the collector to mark the account as disputed on the 
consumer’s credit file. 

• The dispute status must stay on the report until the consumer no 
longer disputes the debt. 
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VERBAL DISPUTE 

• Verbal Disputes – If a consumer disputes a debt verbally, 
the debt collector must mark the account as disputed.   
 

• Collectors are free to provide verification of the debt in 
response to a verbal request, but are not required to do 
so under FDCPA. 
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WRITTEN DISPUTE 
• If a collector receives a written dispute from the consumer the debt 

must be marked as disputed, and also cease all collection activity until 
the verification is sent. 
 

• FDCPA does not define “verification” nor does the Act identify specific 
information that needs to be provided. 
 

• Case law have found the following sufficient: 

• Computer printout of services provided, including dates and charges. 

• Copies of monthly statements (credit card case) 

• Itemized statement 
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• Blanket Settlement Authority - Client Authorizes Collection 
Agency to offer and accept settlements on its behalf within 
specified parameters set forth in the statement of work.   

 Usually based on a percentage or formula 

 Can be customized for 1st vs. 2nd placements 

 Agency does not have to submit individual settlements to client for 
approval 

 Collection agency liable for unauthorized settlements 

 More efficient as agency only requires internal approval 

 

BEST SETTLEMENT POLICY 
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• Collector risks violating data furnisher agreement with CRA’s 

• Credit reporting is optional.  However, once an item is 
reported the data furnisher has a duty to report accurately 

• Such actions weaken the credit reporting system as a whole 

• Agency obligated to accurately report items per FDCPA and 
FCRA 

CREDIT DELETION 
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• Debt collectors should be careful making settlement offers on 
debts that are beyond the statute of limitations as some courts 
have ruled such offers could mislead consumers into believing 
the debt is judicially enforceable when it is not 

• Settlement letters on out of statute debt should have 
appropriate disclosure advising the borrower that the account 
can’t be litigated 

  

 

SETTLEMENTS ON 
TIME BARRED DEBT 
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• Develop an internal policy for your Institution 

• Provide quantitative value  

• Have a written working agreement with your agency 

• Have Clearly Established Parameters 

• Consistency will avoid complaints and drive better results 

• Being Consistent will also avoid wasting time with unreasonable offers 

• Agency and creditor should both be in strict compliance 

• Do Not: Advise borrower that the fees are owed to the collection agency and 
direct the borrower to negotiate with collection agency 

• Monitor Agency - Conduct periodic settlement audits 

WORKING WITH 
A COLLECTION AGENCY 
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• Understand where the industry is headed and better position your institution 
to maximize bad debt recovery 

• Review your policy regarding the critical topics: 

• Disputes       • Bankruptcy 

• Credit Bureau Reporting   • Telephone Consumer Protection Act 

• Identity Theft       • Credit Bureau Reporting 

• Collection Fees     • Choice of Law/Venue Selection 

• Others? 

• Ensure student acknowledgments are not passive and clearly documented to 
avoid gaps 
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IN CONCLUSION . . . 



CFPB/BOFP 
www.consumerfinance.gov 

  
COHEAO 

www.coheao.org 
 

ACA 
http://www.acainternational.org 

 
NACUBO 

http://www. www.nacubo.org 
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RESOURCES 

http://www.consumerfinance.gov/
http://www.coheao.org/
http://www.acainternational.org/
http://www.acainternational.org/
http://www.acainternational.org/
mailto:RedFlags@ftc.gov
mailto:RedFlags@ftc.gov
mailto:RedFlags@ftc.gov
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CONTACT INFORMATION 
JR Berninzoni 

Williams & Fudge 
803.322.3081 (Mobile) 

berninzo@wfcorp.com 
 

Bruce Lopez 
Credit World 

785-393-8588 (Mobile) 
brucelopez@creditworldservices.com 

 
Karen Reddick 

National Credit Management 
314.603.9500 (Mobile) 
kreddick@ncmstl.com 
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